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Corporate Government Pirates of all Nations, Islands, etc.
Usable Document Worldwide.

Under the New Government Non Tangible Token, System, you would ask any Employee of any
Agency or Departments, running a CORPORATE Government Worldwide, under what Jurisdiction do you
work for? Ask them if you own any of your Prize Possessions, such as Car, Children , Papers, Birth
Certificate, Home, Passport, Animal license, Business license, Traveling license one time, Mafia
insurance. Anything you pay or paid on with your energy. If they say yes, they are lying, because the
Banks, Judges, Courts, Health care, Attorneys, Irs, Federal Reserve integrated into the United State of
America Company Treasury on Tribal land, Guards, Sheriffs, Bureau of land Management [abc] Councils,
Police 3 letter Agencies, FBI, CIA, NSA, Facebook, are in on one System and you unknowingly with [non-
disclosure],they work for them as a Slave to the Master with the Debtors Phantom Matrix System.
Always in Debt. If they say no they have just confessed to their Piracy and enslaving you under that
System that they work in and for. Both ways they are Guilty and indicting themselves for Arrest, and can
be by Army-Military and/or Cosmic - Citizens. Once they open their mouth that’s it. If they take the 5th,
the evidence will be shown to the Worlds People.  Now therefore, each one [you] shall claim all of their
belonging, by a list and by first right claim to all of your Prize Possessions from your energy, [no more
slavery], with a Signature and ID, for the New Non Tangible Token System. Now it is yours 100%, and
cannot be tampered with, and make sure you have a Common Trust in place, for Beneficiaries in such
case of passing on, leaving all to another love. The new Quantum Financial Artificial intelligence System
is tied into this for 209 inner countries etc. and will be by a wallet id or watch or some other method for
protection. If the so called servants do not have their full name in the public they are actors. Take them
out in their private capacity. Game over! The other outer Countries of 40 hidden, most likely do not deal
in fiat money System, and goes back to the Sumerian Tablets make believe worth. Time to jump out of
the fish bowl, and see the light what is really going on.

As in my other doc on my website: Named Galactic’s has the information from Mark Christopher on
YouTube about the New Government NFT Non-tangible token. NO more mis-chiefs, cause were all here,
no more lies, cause the 3d matrix is dissolved, and 5.5 d plus, is here now! Never going back!
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